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It’s simple to...

A penny for your thoughts
The forehead tells you about a person’s thinking
style. ‘People with a straight forehead like to
plan projects in a logical and chronological order,’
explains Marthie, ‘whereas those with rounder
foreheads are more creative thinkers.’

read a face
Ché Kelly asks physiognomist
Marthie Mare what to look for
in a face profile

Your world view
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Decisions, decisions
The shape of your chin reflects your
decision-making style, says Marthie. ‘People
with round chin bottoms make decisions based
on people. Those with a straight chin shape
base their decisions on logic.’
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For a face profiling
consultation or
information about
training workshops
contact Marthie
Mare on 082-7163626, or visit www.
faceprofiling.co.za.
Consultations can
be done online.

Work & money
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To read eyebrows and lashes focus on
the amount and distribution of hair, as
well as shape.
● If the hairs are thicker or more
concentrated at the start of the brow and
then thin out dramatically, you have more
enthusiasm at the beginning of projects but
struggle to see them through, says Marthie.
● ‘Thick brows belong to people who
can juggle between many projects. Thinbrowed people like to simplify matters, so
they are more likely to focus on one project
at a time.’
● Brow shape shows what sort of
information is a priority. For example, if
you have straight brows then you are more
concerned with the facts. If your brows
are curved then you are most probably
interested in people. People with angled
brows prefer to know what’s going on, so
that they can remain in control.
● When it comes to lashes, ‘long, curly
ones indicate a greater degree of tolerance,
while people with thin or short lashes tend
to be more sensitive to criticism.’

● Your nose represents your work
style. You are most probably quite a
strategic worker if you have a long,
straight nose, more of a creative
problem solver and delegator if your
nose is arched, and more intuitive in
solving issues at work if you have a
scooped snout.
● If money is your area of concern,
your nostrils reveal your spending
style. ‘Large, round nostrils belong
to the free spender who is well
experienced in juggling debt,’ says
Marthie. ‘People with long, narrow
ones love to bargain-hunt and get
value for their money.’

Changing faces?

Lip service
The mouth and lips are all about
verbal expression and selfconfidence. Thin-lipped people
don’t normally focus on themselves
in conversation, while those with
a fuller lower lip possess strong
powers of persuasion.

Marthie advises people considering
cosmetic surgery to consult with a
physiognomist first.
‘Any physical changes done on
the outer face will affect those
aspects of your personality that are
represented by the altered feature.
If you are not comfortable with the
inner consequences, the altered
feature will most likely return to
its original form.’
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